
#WelcomeLikeJesus
Community 
Conversations
Facilitator Training

IN THE CHAT: Name, org, what 
motivated you to come?



Agenda

1. Campaign Purpose & Motivation 
2. Intention and Invitations
3. Key elements of #WelcomeLikeJesus Community 

Conversation
4. Role Play - table conversation
5. Next Steps Trajectory
6. Q & A



Why I’m Here: 18-year-old Tracey



Why We’re Here: Our Faith

● Twenty-fifth Anniversary: “Strangers No 
Longer: Together on the Journey of Hope” by 
US and Mexican Bishops
○ “to exercise [our] faith and to use [our] 

resources and gifts to truly welcome the 
stranger among us,”



Why We’re Here: Dehumanizing Stories Dominate

Source: “The Power of 
Everyday Language to Cause 
Harm,” Alex Kapitan



What We Don’t Hear

Source: People seeking 
protection in Nogales



Why We’re Here: Shared Uncertainty

● People migrating face uncertainty with 
complex and constantly changing US 
policies

● US residents face confusing and misleading 
messaging about people migrating



Poll



Dehumanizing Stories about Migrants Dominate

Source: 2022 NPR/Ipsos Poll

Blue - somewhat or 
completely true

https://www.ipsos.com/en-us/news-polls/npr-immigration-perceptions-august-2022


Dehumanizing Stories about Migrants Dominate

● “Roughly half (52%) of Americans report hearing about an “invasion at 
the border” and about migrants bringing fentanyl over the southern 
border (49%) often or sometimes.”

● “Nearly three-quarters (73%) of Americans believe the large number of 
migrants apprehended at the southern border is a problem”

● “Fewer Americans today (56%) believe that immigrants are an important 
part of our American identity than in January 2018 (75%).”

Source: 2022 NPR/Ipsos Poll

https://www.ipsos.com/en-us/news-polls/npr-immigration-perceptions-august-2022


2. Invitations & Intention
Deep Relationships Move People

“Relationships are 
built at the speed of 
trust, and social 
change happens at 
the speed of 
relationships.” 

–Rev. Jennifer Bailey, 
Faith Matters Network

Slide Credit: NETWORK Lobby for Catholic Social Justice



Who Do We Need at the Table with Us?

Impact: 2 or 3 skeptics from the Knights 
of Columbus vs. the entire Social Justice 
club? 



3. Key Elements
1. Opening Testimony: Someone who has changed their 

mind or has resistance but wants to learn more
2. Shared Agreement - name that this can be an 

emotional topic
3. Mutuality in sharing - everyone asked to connect to 

their own story
4. Connection to Faith - how did Jesus welcome?
5. Humanizing Migrant Story
6. Invitation to a reachable next step

Inspired by:  Ultimate Messaging Guide Feb 2022



Shared Agreements

a. Lean into personal awareness, away 
from defensiveness

b. Lean into curiosity, away from judgment
c. Lean into active listening, away from 

distractions



Walter’s Story

Consider: What is 
particularly 
impactful about 
Walter’s story? How 
is it similar to or 
different from other 
stories you’ve heard 
about people who 
migrate?



4. Role Play - Responding to Common 
Misconceptions

i. Reflect - BEFORE about stories you can have in your pocket to 
respond

ii. Ask - ask them to say more about it - how does it make them 
feel, or if they’ve had a personal experience with the issue

iii. Connect - story that shows you relate with the person
iv. Expand - story that expands person’s experience 

Source: Dr. David Campt

Anger at the 
Injustice vs. 
Anger at the 
person



Why Stories? (Jesus taught this way!)

Reduce defensiveness
Teach complicated concepts
Change individual behaviors
Promote social change

Source: NETWORK Catholic 
Lobby for Social Justice



Example 1: Struggling with Legality



Example 2: Struggling with Scarcity



Trajectory

1. Check out the Facilitator’s Guide and Videos
2. Gather your people, make a plan
3. Let us (Kino) know about your plan! Do you need 

support?
4. Evaluate! Tell us how it went



Pause: word or phrase in the chat about 
how you’re feeling



Questions?

Sister Tracey Horan

Associate Director of Education and 
Advocacy

Kino Border Initiative

thoran@kinoborderinitiative.org 

mailto:thoran@kinoborderinitiative.org



